REVIEWS
Bob Clark's

Porky" s
Sitting through Porkys is rather like
trying to have a two-hour orgasm. At
first the notion may seem to be heaven
sent but soon ugly reality rears its head.
This film, just like the would-be sex act
becomes, in turn, frustrating tedious
and then out-and-out painful. Bob Clark
would like to pass Porkys off as something of a playful romp and indeed it is
one, for a while, but soon the laboured
jokes, the simple-minded vision and the
director's inability to set up a situation
and then make it pay off dramatically
frustrates the proceeclings. What should
have been good fun becomes a grind.
The light touch is decidedly not Mr.
Clark's strong point. As punishment for
his misdeeds the man should be made
to watch Some Like It Hot twenty-five
times. What is truly irritating is that
Porkys almost never arrives at any
satisfactory thematic conclusions. We
get a few good belly laughs on the way
but we walk out of the movie feeling
lousy. What less could you expect from a
film that almost never addresses or tells
the truth ?
Were the 'SOs so mindless and tenious
an era ? One would think so, watching
Porkys. Here Bob Clark depicts an age
that, quite simply, never existed. We get
Patti Page on the sound track and a
whole bunch of vintage cars on the
screen and nobody seems to believe it
for a moment - not even the director.
One -look at Les bons debarras or Les
beaux souvenirs and we know precisely
where we are because Francis Mankiewicz is that rarity of rarities, an actor's
director. The people in his films have an
inner life so specific that they locate us
in time and place. By comparison, the
kids in Porkys begin and end the film in
faceless anonymity with narry a one of
them destined for stardom. Nobody here
is beautiful enough to be fascinating or
ugly enough to be interesting. Why, these
kids are so processed-looking they don't
even have zits! The one performer in
the film, however, capable of overcoming the director's limitations is
Susan Clark who does a brief turn,
presumably, to help pay the rent on her
California beach house. Her single entrance on screen is a lame, botched
affair but the lady has enough style to
give the movie a few glimmering moments of life. The rest of the actors in
this film seem to have died and passed
on to caricature heaven. Without a
director around to set the pace Kim
Cattrall (who ought to know better),
Alex Karras and Nancy Parsons mug
their way into oblivion. They're on their
own in this film and they know it. The
acting becomes desperate and soon pulling off a comic moment starts looking
like hard work
Porkys unfolds in Florida and just to
prove it we have a rather gratuitous shot
of an alligator which looks as confused
about the proceedings as we do. So
much for the cinematic texture of this
film. Production designer Reuben Freed
does his best to give the surroundings
some life but other t h ^ recreating
Porky's scuzzy bar itself, there is little
scope for this man's usual inventiveness. To further undermine the proceedings is Reginald Morris's cinemato-

graphy. His camera always seems to be
in the wrong place chasing after a scene
rather than anticipating it. This must
have been one set fraught with difficulties. A director can impose an iron-clad
vision o n a film, rather like Hitchcock, or
be wonderfully inventive and just allow
the camera to capture the creative moments. When neither of these things
happen, you can bet that a movie is in
for big trouble. Many of the situations in
Porkys have gotten terribly out of hand
without any clear objectives set by the
director. An example is the supposed
high point of the film where an errant
penis finds its way into the ladies'
shower room only to get yanked at by
the angry Miss Balbrirker (get it?). The
director plays what should have been a
surprising and funny moment to death.
The scene goes on and on and on and
becomes the movie's focal point. Why,
ifs even given a reprise at the film's
closing. Since when does a sight gag like
this deserve such treatment ? Quite
simply, the chief difficulty here is the
script. There isn't one. Clark has not
imbued his characterizations with any
psychological dimensions whatsoever
and consequently they come across
looking and feeling confused. This film
has no emotional centre. Sure, the
cheap shots get a laugh, but that's about
all.
Porkys is a personal film, the press
releases tell- us, a remembrance of
Clark's glandular teens. One wonders. A
quick look at the audience during one of
the peak moments in the film and most
of the women can be seen sitting crosslegged, smiling wanly, wondering just
where they went wrong A quick rundown of the female characters in this
film gives us the explanation. We get a
bitch mother, the ball-breaking lad\
gym teacher, a repressed nymphomaniac, a cruel and punishing prostitute, more sluts than you can shake a
stick at, and an army of fresh young
things who would like nothing better
than to spread their legs at the drop of a
hat. This movie isn't about life. It isn't
even about other movies. It looks and
feels like a masturbation fantasy. Just
the sort of thing you'd want to release
during March .school break.

All of which leads us to ask ourselves,
"Is sex a serious enough subject on
which to base a film ?" You bet it is. But
since this film doesn't honestly explore
the subject, both the audience and the
director are left feeling a little uncomfortable. Enter the subplot. This motion
picture is inundated by the almost embarrassingly earnest treatment of the
subject of racism. We've got a Jewhating kid with a Jew-bating father (an
ex-con, no less, with a leather jacket and
a scar on his face) who, hopefully, will
inject this persistently shallow film
with some meaning. The net result
is wince-making. If this film has been
construed as nothing more than
some good dirty fun why, then, is this
necessary, particularly when the subject can be accorded nothing more than
a passing glance by the director? This
filmmaker is so out of touch with his
material that when he's not playing the
one note he thinks he understands be
aims for the big stuff- relevance - and
misses by a country mile. After all, if
such a trite and unimportant subject as
sex should be treated as nothing more
than a joke, why then should racism fare
any better ?
If nothing else, Porkys is one film that
is destined to make a great pile of
money and in these troubled times that
is good news, indeed. But is it necessarily
good news for Bob Clark? The man has
paid his dues in this business. He has
made the borrorfilm that proved that he
was a bankable director and then
moved on to more serious fare (Murder
By Decree, Tribute) which, for better or
for worse, demonstrated that his directorial talents were coming together.
Porkys is a decided step backwards. It
feels like the film Bob Clark made so
that he could move on to do the films
that really interest him Now that the
inevitable has happened and the film is
gi-ossing millions, what sounds the
muse at 20th Century KDX about Clark's
next project? Why its Porky's II. of
course. Looks like we all get another
shot at that two-hour orgasm.
navid Eames
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